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All participants have been placed on mute.

Please use the chat function to send questions to our staff.

Presentation will be provided to everyone following the 
meeting.



Welcome

• Executive and Sporting Director

• MSc Advanced Performance Football Coaching
• BSc (Hons) Sports Coaching

• UEFA B Senior and Youth License

• USC (NSCAA) Premier Diploma

• USC (NSCAA) Director of Coaching Diploma

• Multiple International Visits to Elite Academies

Dai Redwood



Take a moment to look at the tree

Grab some paper and a pen, and 

draw yourself a tree

Be honest, what does your tree look 

like?

Does it look the same? Did you 

remember to draw the roots?

We are easily persuaded by what 

we see in front of us. We often don’t 

consider the roots/foundations of 

the players we see. We are quick to 

compare.



Snowflakes are made up of so many 

molecules, it's unlikely any two 

snowflakes are exactly the same

size. 

Each snowflake is exposed to 

slightly different conditions, so even 

if you started with two identical 

crystals, they wouldn't be the same



We Are Fremont

Mission Statement

We aim to provide a positive and nurturing environment for soccer players of all levels to develop their soccer ability 
and human element, with all players having the opportunity to be a club member no matter the socioeconomic 
situation.

Vision

Through innovative pedagogical methods, players will be addressed as an individual element, made up of complex 
systems, to advance not only their soccer playing ability, but also their development as a human being.

https://www.fremontyouthsoccer.com/mission-statement-and-philosophy/

https://www.fremontyouthsoccer.com/mission-statement-and-philosophy/


We Are Fremont

Core Values

The holistic approach takes into consideration how the pillars of a player's development are all connected and 
contribute to the whole person. It is also a connection between the individual, the club, and community we serve, and 
these shape the behaviors of all club members.

• Empathy, Community, and Inclusivity

• Creativity, Innovation, and Empowerment

• Fun, Commitment, and Excellence



We Are Fremont

Behaviors

Fundamental Stage: Presentation

• Of facilities – always leave your area how you would expect to find it, respecting the facilities and equipment 
you use.

• Of self – present yourself at a higher level, do not let others lower your bar, in what you say and how you 
visually present yourself.

• Of actions – be your best self, in actions towards others, and effort applied to practice.

Specific Stage: Compete

Performance Stage: Giving self to others

https://www.fremontyouthsoccer.com/mission-statement-and-philosophy/

https://www.fremontyouthsoccer.com/mission-statement-and-philosophy/


Club Structure

Executive Board with supporting 

Community Advisory Group

Director of Soccer and Operations

Development Stages Directors

Two separate pathways

• Grassroots/Recreation

• Club/Competitive



Individual Age Groups are Assigned by Birth Year

1. Training Pool (2015 and 2014)
1. U8 (Double age group including U7’s)

2. Used in older age groups for players outside of roster limits

3. Assigned to groups based on birth month ranges

2. U9 and U10 (2013 and 2012)
1. Club program, weekend games

2. Players assigned to teams based on birth month ranges

3. U11 and U12 (2011 and 2010)
1. Club program, weekend games

2. Players assigned to teams based on evaluation of development in 
reference to the long term development pathway



Team Names, Their Meaning, and What’s Important

 Every team is named based on the year of birth, gender, and 
assigned team

 FN = Fundamental
 This is the stage of learning; this is when players are assigned by 

birth month in attempts to address relative age effect.

 Ideally this would continue up to U12.

 There is no bias towards perceived level of a player.

 ID = Identification
 A player has been identified as showing development in the key 

player elements in reference to our game model.

 SE = Selection
 A player has been selected for the team as the most suitable place to 

support their individual development. 



The team placement is not 

best, better, or bad.

The individual is our focus, 

not the team.

Success in youth soccer is 

not defined by winning, elite 

trophies and leagues, or the 

bracket you play in.

We are working against a 

culture that does not 

represent the interests of the 

youth player, but is adult 

driven.



ASK THE 
AUDIENCE

How many youths play organized sports?

“Within the United States, close to 45 million youths between the ages of 6 and 18 participate in some form of 
organized sports.”

Bean et al (2014)

What is the annual dropout rate between 10- and 19-year-olds?

23.9% annual dropout rate consistently between 10- to 19-year-old

Witt (2019)

What percentage of players have ambitions of playing college?

37% of children have ambitions of becoming a college athlete. Only 5.6% of males, and 7.2% of females go onto 
college soccer from High School. Only 1.9% of these players go on to play professionally.

NCAA



ASK THE 
AUDIENCE

“a disturbing cycle in youth sports, with increased competition and pressure 

at younger ages and lower levels of play becoming more prevalent as the 

perceived need to specialize and compete year-round to keep up with peers 

becomes more common at younger ages.”

Brooks et al (2018)

“young people play sport to have fun with their friends. If they stop having 

fun, they stop playing sport. Focusing too early on just one sport, putting 

winning before skills development and making young people train like 

professionals – these are the problems, not the solutions.”

NZ Sport (2019)



Pedagogy

What is learning?

“Learning refers to a more or less permanent change in behavior which 
occurs as a result of practice,”

Kimble (1961)

“sport pedagogy is the foundation of effective teaching and 

coaching in physical education and youth sport”

(Armour, 2011)

TEACHERS – LEARNERS – TASK - ENVIRONMENT

COACHES – PLAYERS – CONDITIONS/CHALLENGES – CULTURE/INTERACTIONS



Pedagogy

“an emphasis on how individuals accrue and develop their knowledge and 

understanding through their reflective participation in authentic situations and 

interactions with others”
Light and Wallian (2008)

“knowledge is constructed by learners as they attempt to make sense of their 

experiences”.
Driscoll (2005)

CONSTRUCTIVIST – SCAFFOLDING - EMPOWERMENT



Curriculum 
Design

Age-Appropriate Stages

 Curriculum is divided into 3 stages:
 Fundamental (up to U12)

 Specific (U13 to U16)

 Performance (U19’s)

Fundamental Stage

 Individual Development Plan

 Small Sided Games

 Multi-sport Deliberate Play

4-week training blocks – periodized to address skill acquisition through IDP 

– small sided games to assimilate technique into game situations with 

constraints and restrictions – multisport deliberate play for age appropriate 

and child centered learning



Curriculum 
Design

Why?

“Combining personal engagement in sport with early sport sampling promotes a rewarding 

youth experience and long-term sport success”
Coutinho et al (2016)

“young people play sport to have fun with their friends. If they stop having fun, they stop playing 

sport. Focusing too early on just one sport, putting winning before skills development and 

making young people train like professionals – these are the problems, not the solutions.”
NZ Sport (2019)

Significance of play in world-class German Soccer players:

• Only 14% involved in drill like technical skills or conditioning.

• 86% involved in coach-led play

• 17% in coach led, conditioned, small sided games

• 69% kicking around with friends



Development 
Pathway

This is our destination, the identity 

of the playing style when we 

reach performance stage of 

development.

This guides us along the 

development pathway, it provides 

direction and a reference.

In addition to the framework –

• Individual Player Elements

• Playing Elements

• Playing Concepts

• Playing Objectives

• Principles of Play



Development 
Pathway

Individual Player Elements

Our reference for evaluation, and 

the road map towards more 

specific learning in later ages.

In a winning culture, this is not 

possible to commit to.

DEFINING SUCCESS…

• Technical development

• Empowering players to be 

creative decision makers

• Psycho-social support in 

engaging with others

• Providing psychological support 

to transfer into life lessons 



Development 
Pathway

Player 
Identification 
Profile

Player Name

Team

COMPONENT STRUCTURE ELEMENT LEARNING STAGE VALUE 1 to 5

Action Coordination

1 v 1 Confrontations F

Variety of Striking Techniques F

Ball Manipulation F

Receiving F

Ability with Both Feet F

Behavior
Emotional 
Volitional

Confidence F

Communication F

Control S

Commitment S

Concentration P

Conditioning Conditioning

Agility F

Speed, Acceleration F

Speed Endurance S

Power S

Aerobic Conditioning P

Decision Making Cognitive

When to Dribble or Pass F

Support in Spaces S

Creation of Space S

Laterality S

Anticipation P

Scale: 1 - High Potential 3 - Developing 5 - Early Stages



Development 
Pathway

“Several studies have shown that competitive success at the

youth level correlates modestly at best, or not at all, with

long-term senior success [8, 9, 92–94]. That is, early success has been 

described as neither a necessary precondition nor a valid predictor of 

long-term success.

A recent review highlighted that the participation patterns that likely lead 

to youth success are not the same as those that facilitate long-term 

development and adult success”

DiFiori (2018)



Logistics

Expectations

Uniforms

Schedules

Fees



Player Expectations

 Practice
 Every player must wear Fremont YSC training jersey, and warmups. This will be strictly enforced.

 Every player must bring a ball with them.

 All players to practice with purpose and respect for others.

 Games
 Every player must wear the correct uniform and bring their ball.

 Arrive 45 minutes before kick-off and be ready for warm up 30 minutes before kick-off.

 Show respect to opponents and referees.



Parent Expectations

• Support the players through providing what is needed to participate.

• Silent Sideline are preferred and encouraged, ABSOLUTLEY NO 
COACHING OR REFEREE ABUSE

• Keep the parking lots a safe environment.

• Update TeamSnap for all games, and support game day tasks.

• Use club resources in support of parent education.



Uniforms:
Home, Away, 
and Training

 Purchased through MyUniform

 Link to purchase emailed following registration.

 Competitive, 2 full uniforms (jersey, shorts, and socks), plus 
training top

 Training Pool, training top, home shorts or pants

 Training Uniform, training top, home shorts and home socks



Schedules

44 Week Training Plan

2 – 3 Sessions Per Week

Open Training Policy allows for make up sessions and additional practice throughout 
the season as desired

Dependent on facility use and coach availability. Coaches coach multiple teams and 
therefore the schedule is balanced between field space, coach availability, and age 
of the players.

Game schedules are controlled by NorCal Premier. Opponents and times will not  be 
known until closer to the start of the season. Home coaches decide upon the time of 
the fixture. Schedules can be changed upon agreement between the two teams.

Practice schedules will be confirmed shortly. Due to Covid-19 we are expecting 
players to return in the future, and therefore coaching assignments are still yet 

confirmed.



Schedules:
Irvington 
Community 
Park

Times Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

Irvington CP

4.30pm to 5.50pm 12 & 13 Girls Scrimmaging

12 & 13 Boys Scrimmaging

6pm to 7.20pm

09 & 11 Girls Scrimmaging

10 & 11 Boys Scrimmaging

7.30pm to 8.50pm

07 Girls Scrimmaging

06, 07, 08, 09 B Scrimmaging



Schedules:
Central Park 
Soccer 
Complex

Times Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday (Grass)

Central Park U8 TP – Boys & Girls U8 TP - Boys & Girls

4.30pm to 5.50pm

6pm to 7.20pm Fremont Senior sB & G

7.30pm to 9pm Fremont YSC Seniors B

Fremont Seniors B & G Fremont Seniors B & G



Schedules:
Goalkeeper 
Practice
Irvington Community Park

Thursday

Times Irvington Community Park

4.30pm to 5.30pm 11 to 08 Age Group

5.30pm to 6.30pm 07 to 05 Age Group

6.30pm to 7.30pm 04 Age Group and Older



 All fees are collected through TeamSnap. Installment payments over 
11 payments ($126 for TP and SE, $166 for ID). Installments are 
withdrawn on a monthly schedule but are aligned with the season 
calendar and NOT calendar months. i.e. one payment per 4-week 
training cycle

 Registration due by June 30th.

 Membership can be cancelled at any time, 1 installment penalty for 
early cancelation. Date of cancelation from date email received. 
Cancelation is per the training block where cancelation occurs.

Finances



No player should miss out on fees due to financial hardship.

Fremont YSC has its Financial Aid program to help support families in need of 
financial assistance. The application is completely private and not shared with 
any of the staff outside of the Executive Director. Coaches will not know which 
players receive financial aid.

Amount awarded is dependent on the household income from the most recent 
tax year and takes into consideration any current situations which puts 
families in a difficult financial situation.

The club works with the applicant to find a suitable amount for the player to be 
able to participate in the program.

Over $70,000 was awarded for the 2019/20 season

Finances



Thank You for Attending, What’s Next?

• Registration links will be sent over the weekend, registration to confirm place in 

program is due by June 31st.

• Upon registering, our Registrar, Mhylet Zataray, will update your information and 

will send out a welcome email.

• Uniform invite will follow registration, these are needed to be ordered ASAP.

• Upload all documents requested by Mhylet through GotSoccer.

• Practice starts on July 26th.

• First game tentatively, August 21st.

• Future workshops over Zoom will be scheduled. This will go deeper into different 

areas of player development. It is encouraged that parents attend these in 

support of their child's development and the clubs' operations.

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=2007348


Why Are We Here?

“Parent behavior construed as negative, coercive, or as communicating excessive 

evaluative concerns (i.e., an ego-oriented style), has been shown to contribute to a more 

threatening sport performance environment [178–181]. Such behaviors are frequently part 

of the ‘win-at-all costs’ mentality that increases stress and reduces enjoyment in youth 

sport [182]. Research has also found that parental pressure which is related to an ego-

oriented climate

has been linked to higher performance anxiety and negative affect in young athletes. The 

research surrounding this topic has been consistent in establishing the important influence 

coaches and parents exert on young athletes.”
Bean et al (2014)


